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Abstract—This paper reports theoretical analysis and experimental results on a numerical electrode shaping design
technique that permits the excitation of arbitrary modes in arbitrary geometries for piezoelectric resonators, for those modes
permitted to exist by the nonzero piezoelectric coefficients and
electrode configuration. The technique directly determines optimal electrode shapes by assessing the local suitability of excitation and detection electrode placement on two-port resonators without the need for iterative numerical techniques. The
technique is demonstrated in 61 different electrode designs in
lead zirconate titanate (PZT) thin film on silicon RF micro
electro-mechanical system (MEMS) plate, beam, ring, and disc
resonators for out-of-plane flexural and various contour modes
up to 200 MHz. The average squared effective electromechanical coupling factor for the designs was 0.54%, approximately
equivalent to the theoretical maximum value of 0.53% for a
fully electroded length-extensional mode beam resonator comprised of the same composite. The average improvement in S21
for the electrode-shaped designs was 14.6 dB with a maximum
improvement of 44.3 dB. Through this piezoelectric electrodeshaping technique, 95% of the designs showed a reduction in
insertion loss.

I. Introduction

C

onsumer electronics industries continue to demand
greater levels of integration of radio frequency selective and frequency reference devices. Size limitations and
large scale-integration challenges of quartz and SAW devices will limit their application in future systems. Conversely, the success of thin-film bulk acoustic resonators
(FBAR) can be attributed to their relative ease of integration, small scale, gigahertz frequency operation, and
strong electromechanical coupling [1], [2]. However, the reliance on film thickness to set frequency in the thicknessmode vibrations of FBARs poses significant challenges to
achieving compact integration of multiple frequencies on
the same chip.
Micro electro-mechanical system (MEMS)-based electromechanical resonators have received significant atten-
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tion over the past two decades for their potential to provide highly integrated, low-power, and small form factor
solutions for multiband devices [3], [4]. The use of contour
and other vibrational modes, for which the frequency setting dimensions are largely determined by the in-plane
lithographically defined dimensions, enables MEMS resonators to address the chief limitation of FBARs. MEMS
resonators, filters, and oscillators are now achieving motional resistances and quality factors that are competitive with or superior to the current commercial solutions
[5]–[7].
The drive to commercialize MEMS resonator technologies has led to a research focus on minimizing motional
resistances and maximizing quality factors. In addition
to achieving further improvements in these metrics, there
remains a need to improve the suppression of spurious
vibrational modes, increase resonant frequencies, improve
power handling and linearity, and achieve wider bandwidth resonators for band-select filter applications. The
existence of spurious modes can degrade the out-of-band
rejection in filters, lead to unstable frequency operation in
oscillators, and reduce the quality factor of desired modes.
The use of high-frequency modes or high-order harmonics can increase operating frequencies without the need
to continually reduce the resonator dimensions. The use
of high-order harmonics can improve power handling by
preserving a large resonator volume for a given operating frequency. In piezoelectric devices, stronger electromechanical coupling and, hence, wider filter bandwidths
can be achieved by utilizing more favorable quasi-static
material coupling factors [8].
The proper design of the resonator electrodes to selectively excite and detect desired modes, or electrode-shaping, can provide improvements in the aforementioned performance metrics. The recent use of high-order harmonics
in extensional-mode piezoelectric MEMS resonators has
led to the lowest motional resistances yet demonstrated in
MEMS [6], [7]. These devices essentially place n fundamental mode resonators in parallel to reduce the motional
resistance roughly by a factor of n, where n is the order of
the harmonic [9]. An electrode-shaping technique that can
accommodate arbitrary geometries and modes can further
exploit this approach to minimizing motional resistance.
These extensional modes generally utilize the piezoelectric
2
k 31
coupling factor [10], which is among the weakest cou-
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pling factors in thin film piezoelectrics. Electrode-shaping
can permit the use of modes in geometries that exploit
stronger coupling factors, such as the planar coupling factor k p2 to further reduce motional resistance and realize
wider bandwidth filters. In addition, electrode-shaping
can allow the use of vibrational modes in geometries that
have large nodal regions of low strain energy that facilitate resonator support design to minimize anchor loss or
permit larger tether geometries with correspondingly reduced resistive and reactive parasitics.
The first demonstration of electrode-shaping to achieve
the desired input-output characteristics of transducers,
or “modal actuators and sensors,” was described in 1990
by Lee and Moon [11]. Ideally, modal transducers only
excite or detect a single desired frequency in the structural response of the system. There has been an extensive
body of research on modal transducers since that time,
particularly for applications in active vibration control of
structures [12]–[16]. Irschik et al. present a good review of
piezoelectric modal transducers in [17]. Formal optimization approaches have also been applied to the shaping
problem; a review may be found in [18]. In particular,
several researchers have successfully applied topology optimization techniques to the design of piezoelectric smart
structures [19]–[23].
Many vibrational modes have been utilized for MEMS
resonator devices; including the flexural vibrations of
clamped-clamped and free-free beams, the extensional
contour modes of beams, discs, and rings, and thickness
extensional vibrations in FBARs [24]–[30]. However, the
excitation and detection electrodes are designed for specific structures and specific modes in the absence of a general technique to assess arbitrary cases. In the early 1990s,
Prak et al. [31] and Tilmans et al. [32] demonstrated the
principle of electrode-shaping for the selective excitation
and detection of one-dimensional vibrational modes in
MEMS resonators. More recently, Elka et al. applied the
concepts of modal filters with a Lyapunov equation-based
optimization approach to design electrodes for electrostatically transduced one-dimensional modes in free-free
MEMS resonators [33]. Recently, Sanchez-Rojas et al.
applied a topology optimization scheme to the design of
piezoelectric low-frequency MEMS plate resonators [34].
The electrode-shaping theory utilized was developed in
[35] and is limited to the description of out-of-plane flexure modes in plates.
Experimentally verifying that an electrode-shaped resonator design successfully achieves selective excitation and
detection of the desired mode has posed certain challenges. Fundamentally, such an experiment must provide a
relative measure of selective excitation and detection; the
mere measured presence or absence of a mode does not
establish the viability of the design technique. In addition,
various responses can be measured to assess excitation
and detection; mechanical displacement or high-frequency
electrical response, for example. Prior works [31], [34] have
utilized low-frequency mechanical displacement frequency
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response measurements of a few example devices to assess
electrode shaping. For RF MEMS applications, electromechanical coupling factors and scattering parameters are
more suitable measures of excitation and detection. For
techniques capable of handling arbitrary cases of geometry and mode, it is also desirable to obtain statistically
significant measurements across a diverse set of examples.
The vast majority of the prior work in modal transducers and electrode shaped piezoelectric devices has
been limited to the treatment of simple one-dimensional
modes. The techniques developed to treat higher dimensional modes have either addressed very simple cases or
have required non-intuitive iterative approaches such as
topology optimization. In contrast, this article presents
an advanced modeling and design technique that permits
the piezoelectric excitation and detection of vibrational
modes, for the first time, in arbitrary cases for those
modes permitted to exist by the nonzero piezoelectric coefficients and electrode configuration. The technique directly solves for the electrode shapes without the need
for numerical iteration. The technique determines optimal
electrode shapes, with respect to force and charge cancellation over the electroded surface, that permit the excitation and detection of the desired mode. This represents a
key step toward realizing an electrode shaping technique
for the design of piezoelectric modal transducers for arbitrary cases of geometry and mode.
II. Theory
For resonator applications, electrode shaping can be
utilized to ensure the desired mode is excited and/or
detected, and furthermore to maximally suppress undesired modes or maximally excite and/or detect the desired mode. The essential feature of electrode shaping is
to avoid cancellation of distributed forces at the excitation
port and charges or current at the detection port. Before
describing the numerical approach, it is useful to review
the one-dimensional analytical theory.
A. Analytical Example
The first step in electrode-shaping is assessing modal
excitation based on the distribution of the driving loads.
Modal analysis is a useful and common approach to modeling the frequency response of structures and provides
the basis for modeling modal excitation [36]. The key advantage of modal analysis is that it decouples the equation of motion of multiple degree-of-freedom systems via
the orthogonality property of the mode shapes; it linearly
transforms the coupled second-order differential equations
of motion to a series of decoupled differential equations
[37], [38]. This allows the treatment of an isolated mode of
a continuous structure as a single-degree-of-freedom system with lumped element properties.
The shape of the mode shapes are unique but their
magnitudes are not. Hence, the mode shapes are common-
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ly normalized to render them unique [37]. For example,
consider the length-extensional mode of a free-free beam.
For this one-dimensional mode, we may normalize the
mode shapes by utilizing the common mass normalization
scheme such that the mode shapes ϕ(x) satisfy the following orthogonality condition:
L

∫ m(x)φi(x)φ j(x)dx = δij ,

(1)

0

where L is the length of the beam, m(x) is the distribution of the mass per unit length of the resonator, ϕi(x)
is the mode shape of the ith mode, ϕj(x) is the mode
shape of the jth mode, and δij is the Kronecker delta [37].
Modal analysis describes the vibrational response as a linear combination of the modes such that the displacement
response can be expressed as
∞

y(x, t) =

∑ φi(x)η i(t),

(2)

i =1

where y(x, t) is the axial displacement of the resonator at
location x and at time t and ηi(t) is the modal (generalized) coordinate of the ith mode. The undamped equation
of motion transformed into the modal coordinates yields
the independent modal equations
ηi(t) + ω i2η i(t) = N i(t),

(3)

where ωi is the resonant frequency and Ni(t) is the modal force of the ith mode, respectively. For the case of a
harmonic excitation force, the modal force can be described by


N i(t) = 


L

∫
0


F (x ) 
ϕ i(x ) app dx  cos Ωt = Fi cos Ωt,
L


where Fapp(x) is the distribution of the externally applied
excitation loads, Ω is the excitation frequency, and Fi is
the amplitude of the ith modal force, defined by
L

Fi =

∫ φi(x)
0

Fapp(x )
dx .
L

(5)

Inserting (4) into (3), the steady-state solution of (3) for
the modal coordinate yields
η i(t) =

ω i2

Fi
cos Ωt
− Ω2

(6)

Inserting (5) and (6) into (2) yields the steady-state displacement response under harmonic excitation:
 ∞

y(x, t) = 
 i =1

∑

L

∫0

φi(x )

Fapp(x )
dx
L
2

ω i2 − Ω



φi(x )  cos Ωt.


As discussed in [33] and [37], only modes with nonzero Fi
will be excited. Furthermore, we can express (7) for the
case in which Fj for the jth mode is chosen to be proportional to the product of m(x) and ϕj(x) as
 ∞

C φi(x ) 

y(x, t) = 

 i =1 L ω i2 − Ω 2 

∑

(7)

L

∫
0

 

m(x )φi(x )φ j(x )dx   cos Ωt,
 


(8)

where C is a constant dependent upon the excitation magnitude. From the definition of the normalization scheme
(1), it is clear that the integral within the parentheses in
(8) is zero for all modes other than the jth mode. Therefore, the jth mode may be excited exclusively if Fj is proportional to the product of m(x) and ϕ(x).
The Fapp(x) term in (5) defines the distribution of the
externally applied loads. In the case of piezoelectric excitation, an equivalent external load distribution must
be specified. The equivalent force is the force that would
generate the same displacements as the piezoelectrically
induced case. Fig. 1 illustrates the dependence of the
equivalent external load for piezoelectric excitation on the
deformation for the case of a fully electroded cantilever
and a free-free beam. For both, the piezoelectric is in a
state of compression. The magnitude of the equivalent external load is given by the block force of the piezoelectric.
However, for the case of the cantilever, the equivalent load
does not change sign, whereas for the free-free beam, each
half of the beam possesses a different sign. This is further
illustrated by solving (5) for these two cases:
FiCant

−(e 31wV )
=
L
L/2

(4)
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FiFF

(

L

∫ sin ( 2L ) dx =
πx

0

)

−2
(e wV )
π 31
L

(

(9)

)

−(e 31wV )
n πx
(e 31wV )
n πx
=
∫ cos L dx + L ∫ cos L dx
L
0

L/2

−2
(e wV )
π 31
		(10)
=

where FiCant and FiFF are the amplitudes of modal forces
for the fully electroded cantilever and free-free beams, respectively, e31 is the relevant piezoelectric stress constant,
w is the width, and V is the applied voltage. The term
(e31wV) is the magnitude of the equivalent external load
and the mode shapes substituted into (5) are described
in [39]. The modal forces happen to be identical for these
cases, but only because the integral in (10) included the
change in sign of the equivalent external load. If the distribution of the sign of the equivalent external load was
not accounted for, the solution of (10) would yield zero.
Therefore, the distribution of the sign of the equivalent
external load must be determined from the static piezoelectric deformation of the structure subjected to the relevant mechanical boundary conditions.
It is clear from (5) that the piezoelectric equivalent
external load must be specified to determine the modal
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of fully electroded cantilever beam. The arrow
indicates the equivalent external load under piezoelectric actuation and
the dashed outline indicates the deformed beam shape. (b) Similar illustration for a fully electroded free-free beam.

force. Strictly speaking, the piezoelectrically induced static displacements in the structure must be known before
the modal force can be determined. This can greatly complicate the task of ensuring that Fapp(x) is proportional to
the product of m(x) and ϕj(x) to exclusively excite the jth
mode, as previously discussed. Fortunately, the definition
of Fapp(x) is self-evident in the simple cases illustrated in
Fig. 1, as well as for several other commonly used MEMS
resonator designs.
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Fig. 2. Element of an elastic medium being displaced by a one-dimensional longitudinal wave. The element of length dx experiences a displacement at the left face of u and a displacement at the right face of u +
du. Under static deformation, both faces are acted upon by the traction
forces F; under the dynamic conditions illustrated, the right face experiences an additional force of dF.

additional dynamic tensile force on the right face, dF. The
net force acting on the element is dF and is given by
dF =

dσ
dε
dx dA =
Y dx dA,
dx
dx

(11)

where dA is the differential cross-sectional area, σ is the
stress, and ε is the strain. We may define the strain distribution (12) and its derivative (13) in terms of the maximum strain, εmax, and the strain profile normalized to
unity (term with bar), such that

B. Numerical Technique
As just illustrated, the traditional analytical approach
features several challenges to determining electrode shapes
in cases where the shape for the maximum modal force is
not self-evident. Extending this to more complicated onedimensional modes is difficult but extending the theory
to higher dimensional modes, such as those existing in
plates and discs, poses even greater complications. For
example, the previous derivation relies upon the orthogonality property (1) of the one-dimensional mode shapes.
However a general orthogonality principle that would apply to many higher dimensional cases does not exist [39].
In addition, to determine electrode-shapes in arbitrary
cases, numerical techniques are either required or greatly
facilitate the treatment of issues such as nontrivial geometries, modes not conveniently described by analytical
models, deformation-coupling effects in asymmetric composites, anisotropic material properties, and the influence
of non-optimal tether conditions on the mode shapes. An
alternative to the traditional approach is to determine the
local suitability of placing an electrode on the resonator.
The electrode shapes are then ascertained from maps of
this local determination of electrode placement.
To understand the local contribution of the piezoelectric
to the overall modal response, consider Fig. 2. The figure
illustrates a one-dimensional longitudinal wave propagating along the x direction of a medium of elastic modulus
Y. The infinitesimal element, of length dx, is strained by
the tensile tractions F on both ends and experiences an
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ε(x ) = ε maxε(x )

(12)

dε(x )
dε(x )
= ε max
.
dx
dx

(13)

Solving (12) for εmax and substituting the result into (13)
yields
dε(x )
1 dε(x )
= ε(x )
.
ε(x ) dx
dx

(14)

Substituting (14) into (11) illustrates that for normal
mode vibrations, the local net dynamic force, dF, is a
function of the magnitude of the local strain, ε(x):
dF =

dσ
1 dε(x ) 

dx dA = ε(x ) Y
dx dA.

ε(x ) dx 
dx

(15)

This implies that maximizing the local strain leads to
maximizing the local contribution to the modal force.
Therefore, we may determine the local suitability of electrode placement by considering strain compatibility between the excited piezoelectric state and the desired mode
at each location on the resonator. The mode is excited
locally when the piezoelectrically induced stresses are
consistent with the modal stresses; for example when the
piezoelectric material is assumed to be in compression, it
will excite regions of the resonator for modes where that
location is also simultaneously in a state of compression.
In the case of attaching the piezoelectric drive transducer to the top surface of the resonator, we can consider
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two adjacent differential volume elements, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. One of these elements is associated with the
excited piezoelectric and the other with the resonator vibrating in a specified mode shape (i.e., modal element).
Assuming these elements are at the surface of the resonator, they are in a state of plane stress, which provides
two nonzero in-plane normal stresses, σm1 and σm2, and a
nonzero shear stress τ12. The maximum induced stresses in
the piezoelectric element are those of the blocked forces of
the piezoelectric volume element in the 1 and 2 directions.
For the cases of lead zirconate titanate (PZT), AlN, and
ZnO; the e31 and e32 piezoelectric stress constants are the
same and hence the piezoelectric differential element is in
a state of biaxial stress, with equal and invariant stress
components σp. To compare the unequal number of stress
components acting on the two differential volume elements and to ensure the solution for the electrode shape is
invariant with respect to the choice of coordinate system,
both elements are rotated into the principal plane of the
modal element, see Fig. 4. This eliminates the shear stress
τ12 in the modal element and obtains the invariant inplane principal stresses in the modal element, σ1 and σ2.
Because the piezoelectric element is under biaxial stress,
its stress components are already principal values and are
thus unaffected by the rotation. This permits the direct
comparison of the stress components in the excited piezoelectric and the modal element to assess compatibility.
C. Implementation
Compatibility of the stress states must be considered
for the same instant in time. For normal mode vibrations,
all locations on the resonator experience synchronous displacements. We can, therefore, arbitrarily define the phase
of the displacement of the excited piezoelectric volume
element for all locations on the resonator such that the
sign of piezoelectric stress components, σp, are taken as
positive (tensile). This allows the instantaneous comparison of the stress components acting on the piezoelectric
and modal elements. For example, at a particular location where both σ1 and σ2 are positive and σp has been
assumed to be positive, the mode is locally excited. Furthermore, the sign of the differential modal force, the local
contribution to total modal force, at this location is taken
as positive. At a different location where both σ1 and σ2
are negative and σp has been assumed to be positive, the
mode is locally inhibited. The sign of the differential modal force at this location is taken as negative. We can define
a term, β, to represent the sign of the differential modal
force in these locations.
β = sign(σ 1) sign(σ p),
β = 0,
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Fig. 3. Two adjacent differential volume elements taken from (right) a
resonator consisting of a surface piezoelectric layer on a passive resonator layer: (top left) the excited piezoelectric material, (bottom left) an
adjacent element (i.e., modal element) experiencing deformation dictated
by a given mode shape. The traction forces illustrated correspond to a
state of biaxial stress in the piezoelectric element and plane stress in the
modal element.

σ2 and σp may differ. At these locations, some degree of
force cancellation occurs where the e31 piezoelectric stress
constant may be locally exciting the mode whereas the
e32 stress constant would be locally inhibiting the mode.
At these locations, the sign of the differential modal force
is determined by the degree of force cancellation and β is
defined by (17).
The term β describes whether or not local force cancellation occurs between the induced stress components.
In contrast, global force cancellation occurs if the entire
excitation electrode covers regions of dissimilar β. The
excitation electrode shape for a particular mode may be
determined by finding those locations where the e31 and
e32 piezoelectric stress constants both excite or inhibit the
mode; the locations where local force cancellation does
not occur. These are the locations where the two modal
principal stress components have the same sign and the

where sign(σ 1) = sign(σ 2) (16)

where sign(σ 1) ≠ sign(σ 2).

(17)

It is also possible for the two stress components, σ1 and
σ2, to have different signs. For the case considered here
(e31 = e32), σ1 and σp may have the same sign whereas

Fig. 4. Differential volume elements from Fig. 3 rotated into the principal
plane of the modal element. The rotation eliminates the shear stress τ12
in the modal element and obtains the invariant in-plane principal stresses in the modal element, σ1 and σ2. This permits the direct comparison
of the stress states in the two differential elements.
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sign of the differential modal force is unambiguous and
defined by β equal to either −1 or +1. The determination
of the detection or sensing electrode consists of solving the
constitutive equation for the direct piezoelectric effect locally for the differential of the induced charge, as given by
dq = (e 31x x + e 32x y + e 33x z )dA

(18)

where dq is the differential of the piezoelectrically induced
charge, dA is the differential of the electrode area, the eij
terms are the two transverse and one longitudinal piezoelectric stress constants, and the xi terms are the x, y, and
z strains. Whereas the derivation of the excitation electrode shape utilized a plane stress assumption, the use of
three-dimensional strain in (18) is still valid and preserves
generality with respect to the elastic equations of state.
It should be noted that (18) can be rewritten in terms of
effective film piezoelectric coefficients [40].
In summary, the technique determines excitation electrode shapes by determining the regions where local force
cancellation does not occur; this ensures that global force
cancellation does not occur either. The technique determines detection electrode shapes by determining the regions where global charge cancellation does not occur.
Therefore, the technique determines optimal electrode
shapes, with respect to global force and charge cancellation over the electroded surface, that permit the excitation and detection of the desired mode.
Because of the reciprocal nature of the piezoelectric
direct and indirect effects, it is possible to use either technique to obtain one- or two-port electrode shapes. In this
study however, both approaches have been used. Although
the use of the direct effect is far simpler and provides
information about the entire resonator surface, the derivation of (16) and (17) offers valuable theoretical insight
into how the piezoelectrically induced forces relate to
mode excitation.
III. Design
Execution of this technique consists of numerical modal
analysis, Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) data
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Layer
BOX layer
Silicon (isotropic)
Silicon dioxide
Platinum bottom electrode
PZT
Platinum top electrode

Silicon (orthotropic)

Elastic
modulus
(GPa)

0.2
10
0.2
0.1
0.5
0.1
Ex = Ey
(GPa)

60.2
170*
60.2
141
70
141
Ez
(GPa)

169

130
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processing and scripted, automated CAD generation. To
validate the technique, 61 different modes including plate,
disc, ring, and beam geometries were designed and characterized. Table I lists the material properties and layer
thicknesses and Table II lists the geometries utilized in
the simulations. The composite resonator geometries were
simulated in Ansys 12.0 (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA)
using 3-D 10-node tetrahedral structural (solid92) solid
elements. For each of the four geometries, the modes between 1 and 200 MHz were simulated. The layers on top of
the silicon were not patterned in the model. The effects of
piezoelectricity on the modal results were neglected given
the large ratio of silicon to PZT thickness (20:1). Following modal analysis the values and coordinates of the relative displacements, strains, and stresses were extracted
on the top surface of the resonator. In Matlab, the finiteelement analysis (FEA) mesh location referenced values
were interpolated onto a denser regularly spaced grid to
enhance the boundary definition between regions of dissimilar β. Direct use of the Ansys data resulted in coarse
electrode shapes. β and the charge differential values from
(16), (17), and (18) were determined at each location of
the interpolated data set. Matlab was used to define coordinates of the boundaries between dissimilar β and the
designer-defined charge-differential threshold locations.
The resulting designs were down-selected based on favorable anchor loss and drive/sense electrode shapes. This selection process tended to favor particular modes and their
harmonics, but the resulting 61 devices provide a diverse
set of devices with which to investigate the theoretical
design technique. Matlab code was then used to generate
a CAD software script that automatically generated the
selected electrode CAD geometries. Many of the designs
feature asymmetric excitation and detection electrodes
due, in part, to manufacturing limitations associated with
electrode routing. In addition, many applications do not
require symmetric devices; such as high-frequency electromechanical transformers [41]–[43]. The traces necessary
to tie together isolated portions of the electrode shapes
were routed through regions of low strain to minimize the
mechanical loss contributions of the non-silicon materials
in these locations.

TABLE I. Material Properties Used in the Simulations.
Thickness
(µm)

May

Density
(kg/m3)
2300
2330
2300
18 000
7800
18 000
υyz
0.36

Poisson’s
ratio
0.27
0.2152*
0.27
0.3
0.3
0.3
υzx
0.28

υxy
0.064

Gyz = Gzx
(GPa)

Gxy
(GPa)

79.6

50h.9

BOX = buried oxide; PZT = lead zirconate titanate.
*The isotropic silicon properties were used for design, and the orthotropic properties were utilized for
characterization purposes.
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TABLE II. CAD and Simulation Geometries of Devices.

Disc
Plate
Ring
Beam

Length
(µm)

Width
(µm)

Outer
diameter
(µm)

—
100
—
200

—
100
—
40

100
—
100
—

Inner
diameter
(µm)
—
—
70
—

IV. Fabrication Process
The device fabrication is similar to the sequence outlined in [44] with the addition of significant improvements
to address prior issues with yield and performance. The
fabrication process flow for the PZT-on-silicon resonators
is shown in Fig. 5. The devices are processed on a 100mm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer consisting of a 10-μm
thick silicon device layer, 0.2-μm thick buried oxide layer,
and a 500-μm thick handle layer of 1 to 30 Ω-cm resistivity. A 0.2-μm SiO2 layer was deposited using plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition to provide a diffusion
barrier between the silicon device layer and the bottom
electrode layer. The bottom electrode consisted of a textured TiO2 thin film and highly textured (111) Pt layer
[45]. A 0.5-μm PZT layer with a Zr/Ti ratio of 52/48
was then deposited using a chemical solution deposition
method with a crystallization temperature of 700°C [46]
and subsequently coated with a 0.1-μm-thick top platinum electrode layer. The top electrode platinum and the
PZT/bottom electrode were patterned via separate ion
milling steps. Access to the bottom electrode was provided by a combination of ion-milling and wet-etch of the
PZT using a combination of deionized water, hydrochloric acid, and hydrofluoric acid (2:1:0.02). A 0.02/0.73-μm
titanium/gold bi-layer was then deposited via electron
beam evaporation and patterned with liftoff to define the
co-planar waveguide transmission line and necessary airbridge contacts to Pt features. The resonator was then defined by anisotropic etching of the PZT, platinum, silicon
dioxide, silicon device layer, and the buried oxide layer
using a combination of ion-milling, reactive ion etching,
and deep reactive ion etching. To ensure survival of the
silicon layer of the resonators, a 0.15-μm layer of alumina
was deposited via atomic layer deposition (ALD) to provide protection of the resonator while allowing release via
undercutting of the handle wafer silicon using a subsequent XeF2 etch. The advantages of this approach over
the prior use of photoresist are outlined in [47]. The ALD
alumina was then patterned with ion-milling. A planarizing thick photoresist layer process was developed to fill in
the 10-μm-deep device silicon trenches to enable devices
with gold air-bridges that spanned the trenches, facilitate
subsequent photolithography, and to provide compatibility with wafer-level thin film encapsulation packaging processes [48]. To minimize the large parasitic capacitances
associated with the high-dielectric-constant PZT and the
large parasitic resistances associated with the thin platinum electrode layers, an organic sacrificial layer plus gold
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air-bridge process similar to that used in [49], was used.
The photo definable organic (AZ 5200 resist, Clariant,
Muttenz, Switzerland) was patterned and cured at 200°C.
The 2-μm-thick gold air-bridge features were deposited
via electron beam evaporation and patterned with liftoff.
The air-bridges were then released using O2 plasma dry
etch to remove the hardened resist layer and the resonators were released from the handle silicon wafer with a
XeF2 dry silicon etch. An SEM image of a released PZTon-silicon resonator is shown in Fig. 6.
V. Results and Discussion
Multiple measurement and data analysis approaches
were used to assess the electrode-shaping design technique
to address the challenges, discussed in the introduction,
associated with experimentally validating electrode-shaping. First, the simulation and experimental results of an
example device are provided. Second, the simulation and
experimental results for the 61 electrode-shaped resonator
designs is presented and discussed. Third, the effective
electromechanical coupling factors, keff, for each resonator design are compared with an ideal theoretical effective
coupling factor to provide a relative measurement. Fourth,
the difference in 50-Ω terminated insertion loss between
designs intended for a given mode and designs not intended for that mode are compared. Finally, the correlation
between electrode area effective coverage and insertion
loss is verified to both assess the design technique and to
permit the technique to predict potential spurious modes.
The fabricated, two port resonators were tested in a
PA200 RF probe station (Suss MicroTec AG, Garching,
Germany) at atmospheric pressure. The devices featured
co-planar waveguide transmission lines (CPW) and
ground-signal-ground (GSG) probes were used for testing.
Full S-parameter matrices were extracted for each resonator using a ZVB vector network analyzer (Rohde &
Schwarz, Munich, Germany). Two-port S-parameter calibration based on short, open, load, and through (SOLT)
standards were performed on a GGB CSF-5 ceramic substrate. The devices were terminated to the internal 50-Ω
impedance of the network analyzer. Wide- and narrowband measurements were made of each resonator to characterize spurious modes and to obtain accurate effective
coupling factors. Effective resonator coupling factors were
extracted by transforming the measured two-port scattering parameters to ABCD parameters and solving for the
2
one-port equivalent impedances. The k eff
was then determined from the measured series and parallel resonant frequencies [10]. To improve poling of the PZT and provide
consistent results, all devices were subjected to electric
fields of 200 kV/cm for 5 min before testing.
A. Simulation and Experimental
Results of Example Device
Fig. 7 illustrates a select example of an electrodeshaped PZT-on-silicon disc resonator operating in a high
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Fig. 5. Schematic view of the process flow used to fabricate lead zirconate titanate (PZT)-on-Si piezoelectric resonators.

order, out-of-plane, flexural mode. Fig. 7 features an optical micrograph of the fabricated device, an image of the
corresponding FEA modeled mode shape, and the results
of the electrode-shaping technique for the excitation and
detection electrodes. The intended excitation port is on
the left-side of the micrograph of Fig. 7(a). The mode
shape data, Fig. 7(b), is plotted for the vector sum of displacements to highlight the nodal regions of the modes (in
blue). (All references to color refer to the color images in
the online version of this paper.) The red and blue regions
of the excitation electrode shape, Fig. 7(c), correspond
to the two possible excitation electrode locations defined
by (16). These locations correspond to either tensile or
compression regions of the modal analysis simulation and
either location may be chosen. The green-colored regions
indicate locations where the signs of the two principal
modal stress components, σ1 and σ2, are dissimilar. These
are the locations defined by (17) where local force cancellation occurs. The gradation in Fig. 7(d) illustrates
the local intensity of the piezoelectrically induced charge
[based on (18)] and displays the locations for the detection
electrode. The red and blue graded locations correspond
to either positive or negative charge regions of the modal
analysis simulation and either may be chosen. The greencolored regions indicate locations where the piezoelectric
charge differential (18) is close to zero. In both the excitation and detection cases, electrodes that overlap the
two different regions will experience some degree of global
force or charge cancellation, respectively.
Fig. 8 displays the frequency response of the measured
forward transmission coefficient S21 of the device in Fig. 7;
the dashed red line indicates the design resonant frequency for the intended mode. Fig. 9 plots the one-port equivalent impedance. This device exhibits 6.5 dB of 50-Ω terminated insertion loss at 68 MHz with a motional
2
impedance of 82 Ω and a k eff
of 0.67%. The proximity of

the lowest insertion loss mode to the design frequency in
Fig. 8 and the prominence of the design mode in Fig. 9
suggest the electrode shape for this device is successfully
exciting the desired mode.
B. Results for Beam, Plate, Disc, and Ring Resonators
Table III lists a summary of the experimental data obtained for the 61 electrode-shaped designs. The third column gives a brief description of the vibrational mode. In
cases where the designation of the mode was ambiguous,
the description is listed as unknown mode. The remainder
of the table lists the predicted, measured, and error in resonant frequency; the 50-Ω terminated insertion loss, motional resistance, loaded quality factor, and the extracted
one-port equivalent effective coupling factor. Figs. 10 and
11 provide images of the corresponding fabricated devices,
the FEA modal results, and the predicted excitation and

Fig. 6. Scanning electron microscopy image of a released lead zirconate
titanate-on-silicon resonator.
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Fig. 8. Plot of the measured S21 transmission coefficient frequency response of the example device in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Example disc resonator electrode-shaped for a high-order outof-plane flexure mode illustrating: (a) optical micrograph of fabricated
device, (b) finite element analysis (FEA) modal analysis plotting the
vector sum of displacements (blue indicates zero displacement), (c) predicted excitation electrode shape, and (d) predicted detection electrode
shape.

detection electrode shapes. It is noteworthy that despite
the independent theoretical derivation, the resultant excitation and detection electrode shapes in Figs. 10 and 11
share significant symmetry. This is expected because the
excitation electrodes are defined by regions where local
force cancellation does not occur and the detection electrodes are defined by regions where global charge cancellation does not occur.
The experimental set of devices features a diversity of
mode types and their harmonics, including various outof-plane flexure, face shear in plates, wineglass modes in
discs and rings, and various contour-extensional modes.
The beam designs #1 and #7 are the fundamental and
third length-extensional modes. As seen in Fig. 11, the
predicted excitation and detection shapes for this mode
correspond to the electrode shapes commonly used for
this mode in MEMS [4], [5], [24]. The predicted excitation
shape for the harmonic device suggests force cancellation
regions near the nodal locations and the ends of the device
which experience a greater degree of extensional-flexural
coupling. In contrast to the beam case, the second contour extensional mode in the plate (plate #13), possesses
a more complex electrode shape. The technique predicts
and the experimental results confirm the ability to excite
and detect face shear modes in plates with PZT in a parallel plate electrode configuration. In contrast, the technique predicts that disc torsional modes are not capable
of being excited because of the pure shear stress state of
torsional modes.

The simulations that provided the electrode shapes utilized the isotropic material properties for the silicon listed
in Table I. However, to obtain the design frequencies for
this analysis, the devices were simulated with the anisotropic material properties for silicon also listed in Table
I. The properties used were the orthotropic properties defined in the frame of reference of the (100) device SOI
wafer [50]. The discrepancies in the simulated frequencies
were typically a few percent; however the frequencies of
some modes differed by as much as 15%. Modest variations in the simulated mode shapes were only observed for
very-high-frequency modes. The experimental resonant
frequencies were initially determined by selecting prominent peaks in the scattering parameter data near the predicted frequencies. For nearly all of the data, the only
prominent resonances in the one-port equivalent impedance frequency responses were these identified resonances.
Table III illustrates that the measured and predicted resonant frequencies agree to within a few percent error.

Fig. 9. Narrowband and (inset) wideband plots of the extracted one-port
equivalent impedance frequency response of the example device in Fig.
7.
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TABLE III: Performance Summary of Electrode-Shaped Resonators.

Geometry
Plate

Disc

Ring

Beam

Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Mode description

fo,
Theory
(MHz)

fo,
Exp.
(MHz)

Error
(%)

IL
(dB)

Rm
(Ω)

QL
(air)

2
k eff

Z flexure, harmonic
Z flexure, harmonic
Unknown mode
Contour, face shear
Unknown mode
Z flexure, harmonic
Unknown mode
Contour, unknown
Unknown mode
Unknown mode
Unknown mode
Unknown mode
Contour-extensional, 2nd harmonic
Z flexure, harmonic
Contour-face shear, harmonic
Unknown mode
Z flexure (i = 1, j = 1)
Contour (Wineglass)
Contour, unknown
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 2, j = 1)
Contour, Wineglass, harmonic
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 3, j = 1)
Contour, unknown
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 1, j = 2)
Contour, Wineglass, harmonic
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 4, j = 1)
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 2, j = 2)
Contour, Wineglass, harmonic
Contour, unknown
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 3, j = 2)
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 1, j = 3)
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 5, j = 2)
Contour, Wineglass
Z flexure, harmonic
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 1, j = 1)
Contour, Wineglass, harmonic
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 2, j = 1)
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 3, j = 1)
Contour, Wineglass, harmonic
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 4, j = 1)
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 1, j = 2)
Contour, Wineglass, harmonic
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 2, j = 2)
Z flexure, harmonic (i = 1, j = 3)
Unknown mode
Contour, Length-extensional
Unknown mode
Z flexure, harmonic
Contour, flexure-harmonic
Z flexure, asymmetric width flexure
Unknown mode
Contour, length ext., 3rd harmonic
Contour, flexure, harmonic
Unknown mode
Unknown mode
Z flexure, harmonic
Unknown mode
Unknown mode
Unknown mode
Z flexure, asym. width, harmonic
Contour, asym. width-extensional

12.31
21.94
25.47
25.50
33.60
42.27
45.37
49.33
50.18
62.17
60.35
63.34
81.21
84.96
86.35
108.07
26.96
33.49
42.27
42.69
56.71
61.85
61.42
68.05
68.91
79.50
87.42
85.39
89.13
109.14
115.56
149.80
13.91
16.69
21.29
34.24
36.59
54.68
55.21
90.52
94.48
94.48
99.30
173.34
188.32
19.10
30.50
35.20
38.73
45.26
48.10
60.99
55.53
62.27
66.23
78.32
80.46
86.67
92.88
98.44
100.05

12.76
22.07
26.34
26.40
34.28
43.41
46.80
48.46
51.00
63.68
62.09
63.79
77.84
86.19
83.36
110.28
26.50
32.64
41.13
43.09
55.66
62.21
59.77
67.99
67.45
80.72
87.96
86.53
84.57
109.72
115.24
150.36
12.96
16.75
20.71
33.03
36.78
54.42
53.46
85.04
99.51
96.54
106.19
170.30
181.92
18.92
30.70
35.34
37.44
46.09
47.65
59.14
60.99
59.77
65.81
78.09
78.33
84.59
95.58
97.64
99.85

−3.7
−0.6
−3.4
−3.5
−2.0
−2.7
−3.1
1.8
−1.6
−2.4
−2.9
−0.7
4.2
−1.5
3.5
−2.0
1.7
2.5
2.7
−0.9
1.9
−0.6
2.7
0.1
2.1
−1.5
−0.6
−1.3
5.1
−0.5
0.3
−0.4
6.9
−0.4
2.7
3.5
−0.5
0.5
3.2
6.1
−5.3
−2.2
−6.9
1.8
3.4
0.9
−0.7
−0.4
3.3
−1.8
0.9
3.0
−9.8
4.0
0.6
0.3
2.7
2.4
−2.9
0.8
0.2

−28.6
−9.1
−13.0
−31.1
−20.7
−17.5
−19.2
−27.3
−14.5
−20.6
−24.5
−16.5
−9.7
−24.3
−17.0
−23.8
−5.8
−31.7
−23.5
−13.6
−15.2
−16.8
−19.4
−6.5
−18.7
−20.7
−11.1
−28.6
−9.4
−22.1
−11.2
−17.8
−43.6
−43.1
−29.6
−36.0
−22.6
−21.4
−37.7
−35.6
−8.9
−25.9
−16.4
−16.9
−26.5
−20.8
−38.0
−18.6
−38.6
−35.5
−17.7
−16.1
−29.8
−40.4
−29.5
−20.6
−33.9
−21.1
−29.9
−33.1
−23.6

1017
157
272
1194
551
342
518
604
314
499
528
358
99
450
256
289
87
662
429
307
285
400
351
82
354
482
142
464
114
334
127
204
3044
2137
935
1630
696
580
1213
674
103
376
270
161
344
863
1440
534
908
349
377
265
501
880
581
495
491
290
612
314
251

156
173
200
320
—
244
404
1346
425
346
324
313
433
115
268
158
221
1166
332
250
994
299
575
270
1124
374
279
373
423
398
238
353
499
200
137
1033
428
619
787
2181
133
403
103
164
208
351
770
431
229
161
310
247
1326
729
470
476
385
798
498
235
217

1.25
1.23
0.92
0.62
1.24
0.56
0.43
0.14
0.42
0.36
0.46
0.53
0.39
0.88
0.57
0.91
1.17
0.16
0.54
0.69
0.21
0.54
0.37
0.67
0.17
0.41
0.47
0.43
0.34
0.31
0.60
0.39
0.43
0.88
0.86*
0.20
0.44
0.33
0.32
0.08
1.87*
0.64
1.47*
0.84
0.77
0.50
0.30
0.32
0.66
0.75
0.63
0.71
0.16
0.23
0.38
0.33
0.47
0.22
0.35
0.71
0.59

IL = insertion loss; i = number of nodal diameters; j = the number of nodal circles for disc and ring modes.
2
*k eff
values have adjacent spurious modes.

(%)
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Fig. 10. Design summary of electrode-shaped plate and disc resonators.
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The loaded quality factors for the devices were typically similar and in the low hundreds. Significant residual
ALD alumina layers near the bottom edge of the resonator
tethers are thought to have lowered the mechanical Qs of
the devices; further process optimization is expected to
address this in future devices. The few devices with Qs in
excess of 1000 were, in almost all cases, contour modes.
As contour modes are generally less sensitive to viscous
damping, this suggests that air damping is a dominant
loss mechanism for the non-contour modes. Therefore,
in addition to process optimization, device operation in
vacuum should further improve Q.
The 50-Ω terminated insertion losses of the devices
range from 5.8 dB for an out-of-plane disc flexure mode
(26.5 MHz) to 43.6 dB for the fundamental ring wineglass
mode (13 MHz). The motional resistances of the devices
range from 82 Ω for an out-of-plane harmonic disc flexure mode (see Fig. 7) to 3 kΩ for the fundamental ring
wineglass mode (13 MHz). The lowest loss, resistance, and
high effective coupling factor designs tended to be select
out-of-plane flexure and contour extensional modes. The
relative strength of high-frequency out-of-plane flexure
modes over, for example, the contour disc and ring wineglass modes is likely due to the choice of silicon thickness. Increased silicon thickness can improve the effective
resonator coupling factor for flexural modes but generally
degrades the coupling factors for the contour modes. Consequently, higher performance of the wineglass modes is
expected with thinner silicon thickness.
C. Analysis of Electromechanical Coupling
As a point of comparison to assess how well the electrode shapes perform, it is useful to compare the extracted
keff values relative to an ideal value. There are multiple
quasi-static coupling factors that are relevant in this study
because of the diversity of modes explored. A single effective coupling factor, based on a quasi-static value, is utilized for the relative measure because of the difficulties in
identifying the appropriate coupling factors for all of the
devices. This does not provide a direct point of comparison for most of the devices, but provides a reasonable
reference value. We will use the theoretical effective electromechanical coupling factor for the commonly utilized
fully electroded beam resonator operating in the fundamental length extensional mode. This mode relies upon
the k31 quasi-static coupling factor of the piezoelectric material [10]. For this mode, with low values of effective cou2
2
pling, k eff
and k 31
are related by the factor 8/π2 [51]. Fur2
thermore, because k eff
is fundamentally the ratio of the
stored mechanical energy to the input electrical energy,
2
the k eff
of composite resonators are weighted by the mechanical-energy-storing non-piezoelectric layers. There2
fore, the k eff
of the composite length extensional mode
resonator can be approximated by
2
k eff
≈

8 t p Yp 2
k 31,
π 2 t si Y si

(19)
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where tp and tsi are the thicknesses of the piezoelectric and
silicon layers, and Yp and Ysi are the isotropic elastic modulus of the piezoelectric and silicon layers respectively. For
0.5-μm PZT (d31,f = −140 pm/V and dielectric constant
κ33 ~ 500 at 10 V bias [52]) on 10-μm silicon, the theo2
retical k eff
of the composite length extensional mode reso2
nator is 0.53%. The extracted k eff
for this mode (Beam
#1) is 0.50%, which differs from the theoretical value by
only 6%. Fig. 12 plots the extracted effective electromechanical coupling factors of the resonators. The dashed
red line indicates the reference coupling factor value.
Many devices exceed this value; this is likely due to the
modes exploitation of larger coupling factors such as k p2. In
2
bulk PZT, k p2 can be nearly twice the value of k 31
[8]. The
average effective coupling factor of the resonators is 0.54%.
This value is nearly identical to the reference value, the
2
theoretical maximum k eff
of the composite length extensional mode beam resonator. The significance of this similarity is that the diversity of modes explored in this study,
on average perform similarly to this arbitrarily chosen,
but relevant, reference value. This suggests that the design technique predicted electrode shapes for these devices
resulted in significant electromechanical coupling and successfully excited and detected the desired vibrational
modes.
D. Analysis of Insertion Loss
Fig. 13 illustrates how the difference in 50-Ω terminated insertion loss between designs intended for a given
mode and designs not intended for that mode were compared. Fig. 13 plots the measured S21 forward transmission frequency response of the two-port disc resonators
near the resonant frequency of Disc #1 (listed in Table
III). The highlighted region corresponds to a search window within ±4% of the design resonant frequency for Disc
#1 (response is plotted in red). The red circles identify
the peak S21 values within the search window for each
disc resonator, S21window; some of these values correspond
to resonant peaks whereas other values are determined by
electrical feed-through or the noise floor of the measurement. A measure of how well the Disc #1 electrode shape
excites the intended mode is provided by ΔS21; the difference between S21window of this design and the average of
the S21window values for all of the other disc resonators not
intended for this mode. ΔS21 was determined for each of
the 61 resonators by comparing only like-geometries (i.e.,
plates were compared with plates, etc.). The ±4% search
bandwidth was chosen as a compromise between a wide
enough bandwidth to measure the intended vibrational
mode and a narrow enough bandwidth to avoid comparing
dissimilar modes.
Fig. 14 displays a stem plot of ΔS21 for each of the different electrode designs for each of the four different resonator geometries. Table IV summarizes the results of this
analysis, including the number of designs of each geometry
(N), minimum, maximum, and averages of ΔS21 for each
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Fig. 12. The square of the extracted effective electromechanical coupling
factors of the resonators. The dashed red line indicates the theoretical
2
k eff
of a fully electroded length-extensional mode resonator (0.53%) with
the same composite structure as the measured devices.

geometry case. It should be noted that the average reduction in insertion loss for the four different geometry cases
are significantly large and similar in value. The total average across the different geometries yields an improvement
in S21 for the shaped designs of 14.6 dB and a maximum
improvement of 44.3 dB. Of the 61 designs, 95% showed a
reduction in insertion loss.
E. Electrode Area/Insertion Loss Correlation
It is expected that actual electrode designs that share
a large effective percentage of area coverage with a given mode’s predicted electrodes will result in excitation
and detection of that particular mode. The correlation of
electrode area effective coverage and insertion loss both

Fig. 13. The measured S21 forward transmission frequency responses of
select two-port disc resonators near the resonant frequency of the Disc
#1 design. The response of Disc #1 is plotted in red and the responses
of other select disc resonators are plotted in black. The highlighted region corresponds to a search window within ±4% of the design resonant
frequency for Disc #1. The red circles identify S21window, the peak S21
values within the search window for each response.
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Fig. 14. Stem plot of ΔS21 for each of the electrode-shaped designs. Each
value represents the improvement in insertion loss of that mode relative
to the average of the other designs within ±4% of the design frequency.
Of the 61 designs, 95% showed a reduction in insertion loss (positive
values).

provides a means of assessing the design technique and
enables the technique to identify potential spurious modes
in the frequency response of a given design.
The net area overlap of each design’s actual electrode
that was common to the predicted electrode shape for
the mode being characterized was determined. The net
area overlap includes the actual layout geometry and the
routing traces. Fig. 15 illustrates the area overlap for the
excitation (drive) and detection (sense) electrodes of the
Plate #3 CAD design with the Plate #1 modeled electrode shapes. Accounting for force cancellation, the net

Fig. 15. Illustration of an example area overlap between actual as-fabricated device electrodes with predicted electrode shapes. CAD = Plate
#3 design layout. Drive Model and Sense Model = predicted electrode
shapes for the Plate #1 design. Area Overlap = resulting area overlap
for the excitation (drive) and detection (sense) electrodes of the Plate #3
CAD design with the Plate #1 predicted electrode shapes.
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TABLE IV. Summary of Results From Insertion Loss Difference Analysis Illustrated in Fig. 14.
Insertion loss difference [dB]
Geometry

N

Maximum

Minimum

Average

Plates
Rings
Beams
Discs

15
16
14
16

30.4
26.2
29.2
44.3

−4.2
−4.2
−1.9
1.0

14.3
13.8
12.3
18.0

N is the number of designs of each geometry type.

area overlap of the excitation electrode is the difference
between the areas common to the two different force phase
regions (white and black locations of the drive area overlap plot of Fig. 15). Accounting for charge cancellation,
the net area overlap of the detection electrode is the difference between the areas common to the two different
charge phase regions (see Fig. 15), linearly weighted by
the intensity of the charge values. The net area overlap
percentage of the excitation and detection electrodes is
the percentage of the net area to the area of the larger
of the two predicted phase electrode regions. For most
devices, the net area overlap percentages were less than
100% because of difficulties in routing electrodes to utilize
all desired electrode regions. For the two-port devices under analysis, the effective area overlap percentage is the
product of the excitation and detection electrode net area
overlap percentages.
Fig. 16 illustrates three examples, for the predicted electrode shapes of Disc #1, Ring #5, and Plate #1, of the
correlation between effective area overlap percentage and
S21window. For a given mode’s predicted electrode shapes
(drive and sense model images of Fig. 15), the effective
area overlap percentage was determined for each of the
like-geometry CAD designs (CAD images of Fig. 15). The
beam geometries were omitted because of a data process-

ing difficulty with determining the effective area overlap
percentage of these devices. The Pearson correlation coefficients for these three cases are all above 90% (99%, 91%,
98%); suggesting significant correlation between these two
parameters. Table V lists the Pearson correlation coefficients of the first five designs (lowest frequency) for the
ring, plate, and disc geometries. Table V also lists the
critical Pearson correlation coefficient values for the 99%
level of statistical significance; coefficients greater than
this value are statistically significant at the 99% level or
better [53]. The data for 4 of 5 plate resonators, 5 of 5
ring resonators, and 4 of 5 disc resonators show statistical
significance for correlation at this confidence level. This
correlation suggests that the electrode shapes predicted
by the technique can be used to predict spurious modes in
the frequency response.

VI. Conclusion
A novel modeling and design technique has been demonstrated that permits the piezoelectric excitation and
detection of vibrational modes, for the first time, in arbitrary cases of geometry and mode for those modes permitted to exist by the nonzero piezoelectric coefficients and
electrode configuration. The technique determines optimal
electrode shapes, with respect to force and charge cancellation over the electroded surface, that permit the excitation and detection of the desired mode. The technique was
demonstrated in 61 different electrode designs in PZT thin
film on silicon RF MEMS plate, beam, ring, and disc resonators for out-of-plane flexural and various contour modes
2
up to 200 MHz. The average k eff
for the designs was 0.54%
and is nearly identical to the theoretical maximum value,

TABLE V. Pearson Correlation Coefficients of the First
Five Designs (Lowest Frequency) for the Ring,
Plate, and Disc Geometries.

Fig. 16. Three device examples of the correlation between effective area
overlap percentage and ΔS21 for ring, disc, and plate resonators. The
majority of designs for each example have effective area overlap values
near zero and consequently exhibit high insertion loss and suppression of
these potential spurious modes.

Design #1 (r)
Design #2 (r)
Design #3 (r)
Design #4 (r)
Design #5 (r)
rcrit for 99%

Plates

Rings

Discs

0.98
0.96
0.98
−0.22
0.94
0.64

0.74
0.89
0.90
0.95
0.91
0.62

0.99
0.70
0.04
0.77
0.63
0.62

The last row lists the critical Pearson correlation coefficient values (i.e.,
rcrit) for the 99% level of statistical significance. Note that all but two
of the devices show statistical significance at better than the 99% level.
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0.53%, for a fully electroded length-extensional mode
beam resonator comprised of the same composite. Effective electromechanical coupling factors as high as 1.25%,
motional resistances as low as 82 Ω, and 50-Ω terminated
insertion loss as low as 5.8 dB were demonstrated at frequencies <100 MHz. The average improvement in S21 for
the electrode-shaped designs was 14.6 dB with a maximum improvement of 44.3 dB, and 95% of the designs
showed a reduction in insertion loss. Although the approach is broadly applicable to piezoelectric resonators,
the specific implementation presented provides electrodeshapes for PZT, AlN, and ZnO transducers. Ongoing research is focused on extending the technique to achieve
improved spurious mode suppression and obtaining an
electromechanical and equivalent circuit model capable of
predicting the contribution of all spurious modes to the
frequency response of the device.
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